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Controlling Perceived Depth in Stereoscopic Images
Graham Jones, Delman Lee, Nicolas Holliman* , David Ezra,
Sharp Laboratories of Europe Ltd., Edmund Halley Road,
Oxford Science Park, Oxford, OX4 4GB, UK
* Presently at Codemasters, Warwickshire, UK.

ABSTRACT
Stereoscopic images are hard to get right, and comfortable images are often only produced after repeated trial and error. The
main difficulty is controlling the stereoscopic camera parameters so that the viewer does not experience eye strain or double
images from excessive perceived depth. Additionally, for head tracked displays, the perceived objects can distort as the viewer
moves to look around the displayed scene. We describe a novel method for calculating stereoscopic camera parameters with
the following contributions:
(1) Provides the user intuitive controls related to easily measured physical values. (2) For head tracked displays; necessarily
ensures that there is no depth distortion as the viewer moves. (3) Clearly separates the image capture camera/scene space from
the image viewing viewer/display space. (4) Provides a transformation between these two spaces allowing precise control of
the mapping of scene depth to perceived display depth.
The new method is implemented as an API extension for use with OpenGL, a plug-in for 3D Studio Max and a control
system for a stereoscopic digital camera. The result is stereoscopic images generated correctly at the first attempt, with precisely
controlled perceived depth. A new analysis of the distortions introduced by different camera parameters was undertaken.
Keywords: Graphics Systems, Human Factors, Rendering, Virtual Reality, stereoscopic, 3D display

1. INTRODUCTION
Stereoscopic displays in a variety of designs are becoming common. LCD shutter glasses are popular for CRT displays1–3 ,
as are polarizing glasses for projection displays and new technologies including auto-stereoscopic (no glasses) flat panel LCD
displays4–9 . Several of these systems are also capable of user head tracking to enable wide viewing freedom and update of the
stereoscopic image to simulate look-around.
The benefits that stereoscopic displays can provide are widely understood3,10–12 and include: depth perception relative
to the display surface; spatial localization, allowing concentration on different depth planes; perception of structure in visually complex scenes; improved perception of surface curvature; improved motion judgement; improved perception of surface
material type. These benefits give stereoscopic displays improved representation capabilities that allow the user a better understanding or appreciation of the visual information presented13–15 .
Stereoscopic display systems need to maintain high image quality if they are to provide a convincing and comfortable
viewing experience in widespread use. In part the solution is to build a high quality display which has good inherent 2D image
quality (bright, high resolution, full color, moving images) and has very low crosstalk between the the two viewing channels to
reduce ghosting14 . In addition, the image generation process must be carefully controlled so that the stereoscopic image data
presented on the display does not contain misalignments or unnecessary distortions.
The key variable that must be determined for any stereoscopic image creation is the camera separation, as this directly
affects the amount of depth a viewer perceives in the final image. A number of approaches have been tried, including exact
modeling of the user’s eye separation. However, depending on the scene content, this may capture very large or small image
disparities (the difference between corresponding scene points in the left and right image, which the brain interprets as depth)
that can produce too much or too little perceived depth on the target display. Using exact eye spacing is only reasonable for the
orthoscopic case, where the object size and depth matches the target display size and comfortable depth range. In practice this
is rarely the case and the camera separation is often determined by trial and error, which is tedious and can easily result in an
image suited only to the creator’s binocular vision.
Correspondence: E-mail: 3D@sharp.co.uk; WWW: http://www.sle.sharp.co.uk/3D
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Figure 1. Results of the human factors study of subjects looking

Figure 2. Results of the human factors study of subjects looking

at a simple scene, viewing distance 700mm from a 13.8” display.
The range of depths tolerated before loss of stereo fusion can be
quite large.

at a Mallet unit. The depths tolerated before stereo fusion is lost
are much smaller than before.

1.1. Human factors analysis of stereoscopic displays
The issue of viewer comfort for stereoscopic displays is studied in detail in relatively few human factors publications16–19 .
However, a similar conclusion is drawn by all the studies: the amount of disparity in stereoscopic images should be limited
to be within a defined comfortable range. The main reason given for this is that the human visual system normally operates
such that the convergence of the eyes and the accommodation (focus) are linked. For all stereoscopic displays this relationship
is thought to be stressed by requiring the viewer’s eyes to converge perceived depth a long way off the display plane but still
being required to focus on the display plane. Limiting disparity ensures that the viewer’s perceived depth is controlled and the
convergence/accommodation link is not stressed.
The suggested limits on the amount of disparity in a stereoscopic image14,19 , in the region of 24min arc, do not allow a large
amount of depth to be reproduced. For typical desktop displays with a viewing distance in the region of 700mm this puts the
comfortable perceived depth range as little as 50mm in front and 60mm behind the display surface. One immediate implication
is that most objects and scenes will have depth compression when they are shown on a stereoscopic display.
Recently some human factors research was carried out using a 13.8” LCD autostereoscopic display from Sharp Laboratories
of Europe20 . The fusional thresholds of several subjects were measured, both into and out of the screen, for different types of
stimuli and different task requirements. (Viewing distance for all tests was 700mm).
The results showed several points of interest:
• When the subject is free to alter the depth in a simple scene at will, the limit behind the display at which fusion was lost
could be up to 20m, and was typically greater than 2m. The depth limit in front of the display was generally between
300mm and 500mm with the maximum reported being 540mm.
• With the same simple scene, but when the subject had to look away from the display before carrying out the next step in
depth the limits were much closer. Some of the subjects could still achieve distances greater than 2m behind the display,
but several found the limit between 500mm and 1m. The limits to the front were between 200mm to 400mm with one
subject still able to reach 520mm (See figure 1).
• When the subjects were looking at a much more sensitive test, a modified Mallet unit, and free to move it to the limits,
the maximum depth behind the screen was between 80mm and 150mm. The range in front of the screen was typically
between 100mm and 300mm, with one subject reaching 500mm.
• When the subject has to look away from Mallet unit all but one reached a maximum depth between 60mm and 150mm
behind the display and 110mm in front of the display (See figure 2).

Figure 3. Parallel cameras are used to avoid vertical disparity.

Figure 4. Perceived depth, P , is easy to measure and understand

The viewing frustum or image must be cropped to ensure that
the intended object appears at the plane on the display. A is
the camera separation. W  is the effective width of the virtual
display.

when composing images. E is the separation of the viewers eyes. a
and b are the angles between the eyes and, respectively, the display (a
distance Z from the viewer) and a point at perceived depth P .

This shows that there is a real need to consider the limit of depth which is comfortably fusible by any individual observer.
The Mallet unit is a very sensitive test for loss of fusion, so the limits set could be relaxed from around 60mm behind and 50mm
in front, perhaps as far as to 500mm behind and 200mm in front, but most realistically to an amount inbetween the two limits.
Our goal is to enable an image creator to compose stereoscopic images in very much the same way as they compose
monoscopic images by setting a camera position, direction and field of view. Our new method then automatically determines
camera separation, accounting for the human factors results on viewing comfort. This is achieved by mapping a defined depth
range in the scene to a defined perceived depth range on the target display. If the perceived depth range is chosen in accordance
with human factors results, the stereoscopic image should be comfortable for all users with normal binocular vision. By
choosing to use physical depths as control parameters, we believe that novice and experienced users will have a more intuitive
control of stereoscopic image generation and will be better able to understand the effects of different image composition choices.

2. BACKGROUND
17,21–27

It is now becoming widely accepted
that a stereoscopic camera system with parallel axes is necessary to avoid the
vertical image disparity generated by systems that verge the camera axes. For a parallel camera system, points at infinity have
zero disparity and are perceived by the viewer in the plane of the target display. To ensure that corresponding points in the left
and right images, at other distances from the viewer, are perceived in the screen plane, the images must be adjusted during or
after capture. This is accomplished either by using an asymmetric viewing frustum, as is possible in OpenGL28 , or by cropping
the sides of the images after capture as illustrated in figure 3. With a physical camera the image sensors may be offset to achieve
the same effect.
Human factors studies suggest that a certain angular disparity (b − a in figure 4) should be maintained in order to generate
comfortable images. As can be seen in figure 5 this approach3,18 does not maintain constant perceived depth over a range of
typical viewing distances for a desktop stereoscopic display, where P = E/dZF −1 .
In our new method we control perceived depth and accept, like Lipton3 , that for many scenes depth compression is inevitable, as shown in figure 6. From our experience to date too much perceived depth will immediately cause viewers discomfort and therefore we aim to control this precisely. For head tracked displays where the viewer moves and the displayed image
is updated we must also ensure that the depth compression effect remains constant so that as the viewer moves to look around
an object there is no depth distortion.

3. PREVIOUS WORK
Several approaches have been described for setting the camera separation for stereoscopic image capture, based on a knowledge
of the viewing arrangement, the scene and the camera.
Lipton29 published a set of tables for capturing stereoscopic images with several different film formats, using converging
cameras. For a range of camera separations and convergence distances the maximum and minimum suitable depths were
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Figure 5. It is often suggested that a constant angular disparity

Figure 6. In most imaging situations the scene depth (bottom) is

should be maintained but as can be seen this does not maintain
constant perceived depth over typical viewing ranges for desktop
stereoscopic displays.

mapped to a different perceived depth range on the display (top).
This results in depth compression or expansion.

tabulated. This approach requires re-calculation of the tables for each new filming format. He acknowledges that it would be
possible to capture images with parallel cameras, except that distant objects would always appear around the screen plane. The
tables assumed the maximum allowable disparity was either equal to the interocular separation of the viewer, or when there was
1◦ divergence of the viewers eyes.
Kitrosser24 developed the Polaroid Interocular Calculator in 1952. Given the image capture parameters, including the
distances to the closest and furthest points on the subject, the required camera separation is obtained. This device made an
assumption about the desired image parallax(disparity), in that experience of professional stereographers suggested that a ratio
of 1:24 of parallax to image width was desirable. This rule of thumb is not strongly supported by recent human factors work,
and the calculator is also unable to take into account varying interocular separation.
Ware30 conducted experiments with a group of people, where the subjects were allowed to alter the camera separation used
to generate images as the depth in the images was altered. This information was then used in a two stage method to select
appropriate scaling followed by an appropriate camera separation for any given scene. The camera separation used is entirely
dependent on the selections of the subjects of the original experiments and cannot account for different displays, or viewers
with different characteristics (perhaps a child, with relatively small eye separation, viewing the display).
Wartell27 analyses the distortions perceived when stereoscopic images are viewed from different directions on a head
tracked display. This analysis leads to a transformation matrix that is used to correct for the distortion. An equation to calculate
camera separation is derived which brings points infinitely far from the viewer to the furthest fusible distance of a display. The
maximum depth plane, and hence the furthest fusible distance, is taken to be a point giving a screen disparity of the modeled eye
separation (smaller than the true viewer eye separation) when viewed by the user. This cannot precisely control the perceived
depth on a target display.
Wartell further asserts that even in a perfect head tracked system, the user will perceive dynamic distortion while moving,
hence the need for a transformation matrix to pre-distort the geometry. However the pre-distortion matrix presented does
not maintain the depth compression of an object when the viewer moves in a direction perpendicular to the display. As we
shall show later, this perpendicular aspect of depth distortion can also be removed, so that the perceived depth compression
of an object remains constant. We achieve this important goal by separating consideration of the viewer/display space and
camera/scene space (for CG and photographic cases). Previous systems, such as Wartell, have assumed that the camera/scene
space is first scaled to the viewer/display space and the cameras are then placed at the viewer’s eye positions, often with slightly
reduced separation to reduce the disparity and avoid discomfort. In such systems camera movement is tied directly to the viewer
movement. It is this direct link which results in the unwanted depth distortion and requires the transformation matrix to correct
for the resulting shear distortion.

4. WHEN THE VIEWER IS STATIC
We present an approach to calculating the camera separation which clearly defines the relationships between the viewer, the
scene, and the camera placement. The method enables the precise control of these parameters to account for human factors

a) Viewer/Display space

b) Camera/Scene space

Figure 7. Notations a) N and F are the furthest distances each side of the display at which objects should appear to the viewer. W is the

width of the display. dN and dF are the disparities, on the display, of objects appearing at the limits N and F . b) Z  is the distance of the
cameras from the ‘virtual’ display in the scene, N  and F  are distances from the cameras to the closest and furthest visible points in the
scene. dN and dF are the disparities, at a distance Z  from the cameras, of objects N  and F  units away from the cameras.

results and is flexible enough that new results can be utilised when they are available. The different requirements for comfort while viewing different stereoscopic displays are accommodated without changing the method, only the initial display
parameter values.
The first situation considered is when the viewer is not tracked. The viewer is defined to be at a certain distance from the
display, horizontally and vertically centered so that the viewing frusta for the left and right eyes, and therefore the left and right
cameras, are symmetrical. This is most applicable to still image generation because for many displays there is an optimal or
normal viewing distance, even when the viewer has freedom to move. In some cases there is a fixed viewing distance at which
the viewer must be in order to see a stereoscopic image.

4.1. Maths
The arrangement of the display and viewer are given, and the parameters are shown in figure 7a (Z, N , F , W and E). In
addition some details of the scene are given (figure 7b): the desired position of the camera in the scene, the distance from the
camera to the closest and furthest points in the scene (N  , F  ). The field of view θ, or focal length f , have been chosen (if focal
length is used the film width, Wf , must also be known). Together the display set-up and the distances from the camera allow
us to calculate the other scene parameters, Z  , W  and A, the camera separation. Z  is the distance to Zero-Disparity-Plane
(ZDP); points at this distance will appear to be on the display plane when the images are viewed, so this is the effective position
of the display in scene space, called the ‘virtual display’.
The first stage is to obtain expressions for the screen disparities dN and dF :
NE
Z −N

and dF =

FE
Z +F

(1)

A(Z  − N  )
N

and dF =

A(F  − Z  )
F

(2)

dN =
and the world disparities, dN and dF :
dN =

Equation 2 relies on the two unknowns, A and Z  .
The disparities on the display and in the world will not be equal, but should be in same proportion so that they are correct
when the final image is displayed:
dN
d
(Z  − N  )F 
=R= N
=

dF
dF
(F  − Z  )N 

(3)

This removes A allowing Z  to be calculated
Z =

R+1
+ FR

1
N

(4)

Figure 8. The OpenGL asymmetric viewing frustum is defined by the four parameters shown, l, r, t and b, and the near and far clipping
planes (not shown).
The mapping of depth from the scene to the display has now been specified. Once the correct camera separation is calculated
objects between N  and Z  from the cameras will appear up to N units in front of the display, and objects between Z  and F 
from the cameras will appear up to F units behind the display.
The FOV or focal length are given and Z  has been calculated, so the field width at Z  may be obtained:
 
Z  Wf
θ
=
W  = 2Z  tan
2
f

(5)

This gives a scaling from the display to the virtual display:
S = W  /W

(6)

From here A is calculated, noting that dN = SdN , from
A=

SdN N 
dN N 
=
Z − N 
Z − N 

(7)

When using the OpenGL viewing frustum all the required details are now available. The frustum is specified as follows, noting
distance
. For the left camera the frustum is:
that all results must be multiplied by near clip plane
Z

 
W
W
A
A
r=
l=−
−
+
2
2
2
2
(8)
H
H
t=
b=−
2
2
and similarly the right camera, assuming the viewer is positioned in front of the center of the display, as shown in figure 8. If
the viewer is not there then tracking must be incorporated, see section 5.
The equations derived so far are intended to maintain the same field width at Z  once the images are captured. When using
photographic cameras a symmetric perspective frustum is used, so the images require cropping to simulate the asymmetric
frustum of OpenGL. In order to maintain the same field width the field of view must be increased to take into account the
cropped portion of the image: a new field of view, focal length, and a cropping fraction are calculated:

 
W +A
θ = 2 arctan
2Z 
W Z
Wf
 θ  =  f
(9)
f =
W +A
2 tan 2
crop =

A
W + A

where crop is the proportion of the image to crop from the left hand side of the left image and the right hand side of the right
image. If using real cameras distances should be measured to the nodal point of the lens, not to the film plane. Otherwise an

adjustment is needed to account for this difference — especially noticeable when objects being photographed are close to the
camera.
When using real cameras it may not be possible to adjust the focal length by the relatively small amount required by
equation 9. In this case the camera separation is calculated slightly differently. The field width captured now is effectively:
(W  + A) = 2Z  tan

θ
2

(10)

which alters the scale factor to:
W + A
W+A
S

(11)

A
dN N 
= 
S
Z − N

(12)

S=
rearranging equation 7 gives

substituting this result into equation 11 and then into 7 gives the following equation for A:
A=

2Z  tan θ2 dN N 
W (Z  − N  ) + dN N 

(13)

Equation 9 is then evaluated to determine amount to crop from the image edges in order to adjust the ZDP.
The case described above applies when N  and F  are given, however it is possible to choose any two of N  , Z  or F  . If
Z and one of the other two are given, simply re-arrange equation 4 to solve for the unknown.


5. WHEN THE VIEWER IS TRACKED
When tracking it is desirable that the scene perceived by the user does not distort. The mapping of scene depth to display
perceived depth must remain unchanged as the viewer moves, i.e. any depth compression should remain constant under viewer
motion. There are two elements to the motion of the viewer which might affect the perceived image:
• As the viewer moves in a direction parallel to the screen plane there should be no shear distortion of the objects viewed.
• As the viewer moves in a direction perpendicular to the display, the depth distribution about the screen plane should not
alter, while the maximum and minimum depth limits remain the same.
When tracking, the distinction between the viewer/display and camera/scene spaces is especially important. To avoid extra
distortion the cameras must be free to be placed in the appropriate position and not tied directly to the viewer position. As is
shown below the relationship between cameras and viewer is not linear and is not the same for the perpendicular component as
for the parallel component.

5.1. Maths
When tracking, the method generally used is to move the cameras the same distance as the eyes have moved (after the camera
space is scaled to viewer space)27 . This results in a shear distortion of the objects perceived by the viewer. This effect is shown
in figure 9a, where the viewer has moved from position 1 to position 2. In this example the right eye in position 2 is in the
same position as the left eye in position 1, and the mid-point between the cameras is moved by the same amount. The light
grey lines show the ray from a camera to a point on an object giving homologous points in the image. The dark lines show the
rays from the eyes, through the homologous points, to the point perceived by the user. Moving the cameras in this way causes
the perceived point to drift sideways. Since points at different depths drift by different amounts, this appears to the viewer as a
shear distortion.
In figure 9b the cameras are moved in proportion with the movement of the eyes. In this example the eyes move by one
interocular separation so the cameras are moved by their interaxial separation. Now the perceived point remains at exactly the
same location, however far to the side the viewer moves. For a tracked offset from the screen center of (X, Y ) (ignoring the Z
A
A
component for the moment), the camera motion must be (X E
,Y E
) parallel to the display.

a)

b)

Figure 9. Two methods for controlling the cameras when the tracked position of the viewer has moved parallel to the display. Position 1 is
the initial reference position, position 2 is the new position. a) Tying the camera positions to the viewer position causes perceived points to
drift. b) Allowing independent motion of the viewer and cameras avoids any distortion of the stereoscopic image.

We propose a new method as follows. First evaluate equations 1 to 6 using a reference position to give the values needed.

The reference defines the depth compression which is to be maintained as the viewer moves (figure 10). From this stage Nref
,


Zref and Fref are known for the reference position, giving the relative position on the display and the near and far objects




(N ∗ = Zref
− Nref
and F ∗ = Fref
− Zref
). It is this relationship which must be maintained while the viewer moves.
Now recalculate R = ddN
using the tracked Z position to obtain dN and dF . Equation 3 is now rearranged in terms of the
F
known values, N ∗ and F ∗ , and Z  which refers to the tracked position:
N ∗ (F ∗ − Z  )
dN
=R= ∗ 

dF
F (Z − N ∗ )

(14)

which finally yields an equation for Z  :
Z =

(R + 1)N ∗ F ∗
RF ∗ − N ∗

(15)




Zref
and Z  have been calculated, so the difference is applied to Nref
and Fref
to give the distances to the nearest and
furthest objects from the position of the cameras after adjustment for tracking. The camera separation is calculated from
equation 7, using the updated N  , Z  , but using the same scale factor, S, as for the reference, since we want the same scene
area at the display plane to be captured in order to avoid altering the displayed object width. The camera center is moved by

(Zref
− Z  ) perpendicular to the display, as well as the parallel motion described above, before offsetting by ± A2 for the left
and right views.

The final stage, for OpenGL style graphics, is to compute the correct asymmetric camera frustum (all results must be
distance
multiplied by near clip plane
when used with OpenGL). For the left camera the frustum is:
Z

 
W
W
A
A
A
A
r=
l=−
− +X
+ −X
2
2
E
2
2
E

 
(16)
H
A
H
A
t=
−Y
b=−
+Y
2
E
2
E
and similarly for the right camera. If a new field of view for symmetric perspective cameras is required, equation 9 is evaluated.

6. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
6.1. The Stereo Projective Distortion
In this section we derive the projective transformation which maps the camera/scene space to the viewer/display space, for
a certain configuration of cameras and eyes. The projective transformation helps us to visualize depth compression and any
stereoscopic distortion, and to verify our method of eliminating the unwanted distortion when the viewer moves from the
reference position.

Figure 10. Tracking reference positions. The depth compression
seen by the viewer is defined by the camera parameters when the
viewer is at the reference position. The cameras are moved relative
to their reference such that the depth compression and perceived
depth are constant and there is no distortion as the viewer moves.

Figure 11. Coordinate system of the projective transform.

Given a certain display, the parameters of the cameras, and the positions of the eyes, a point in the scene is transformed to
a perceived point in the display. The scene and cameras are first scaled by a factor of 1/S (equation 6), thus allowing us to
overlay the scene and cameras in the display world as shown in figure 11. Consider a scaled scene point H in figure 11. The
transformation which takes the point H to the perceived point K is derived by finding the corresponding points I and J on the
 and RJ
 to give the perceived point K.
display, and then intersecting the lines LI
The origin of our coordinates is the center of the display (denoted by “Origin” in figure 11). The point J is given by
J = QH where:


+A/2
1 0 cx−c
0
z
cy
0 1
0


−cz
Q=
(17)

0 0
0
0
S
0
0 0
−cz
 and RJ
 gives the following projective transformation
A similar expression exists for the point I. Deriving the intersection of LI

1 0
0 1

T =
0 0
0 0

Aex −Ecx
Ecz
Aey −Ecy
Ecz
Aez
Ecz
A−SE
Ecz



0

0


0
1

(18)

For example, K and H in equation 18 are related by K = T H. An OpenGL software tool has been implemented to visualize
the effects of the transformation in equation 18.
The analysis leading to equation 18 assumes that the screen curvature is negligible. See31 for details of how to correct
for screen curvature. Our analysis allows general placement of the eyes and cameras. It is different from that of27 , where the
cameras and eyes are constrained to be on the same baseline.
Positional Root Mean Square Error To quantify the difference in the perceived object when the viewer moves away from
the nominal position, we use the following measure. The nominal configuration of cameras and eyes defines a reference
transformation Tref according to equation 18. The current configuration of cameras and eyes defines a transformation Ttrack .
For a set of 5×5×5 points in the scene, we map them to the display world according to Tref and Ttrack , and measure the root
mean square error in position between the two sets of mapped points.

6.2. Results
Figures 12 to 15 show the results of our new camera parameters calculation method. The images are snapshots from the software
described in 6.1. The display and viewer (dark spheres) are on the left of each pair, the cameras (grey pyramids) and object
being viewed are on the right. The scaling is arranged such that the virtual display in the scene, shown on the right, is the same
size as the display shown on the left.
In all cases the dotted lines represent the position of the display. On the right the dark lines represent the limits of depth
in the scene. On the left the dark lines show where those depth limits have been mapped to, relative to the display, these are
usually mostly obscured by the light grey lines which show the perceived depth limits specified for the display.
Figure 12a shows the results of our new method for calculating camera parameters. Cameras are placed such that the object
on the right of figure 12a appears not more than 60mm in front of the display and not more than 60mm behind the display
when viewed by someone with 60mm eye separation. The viewing distance is 700mm from the display. For convenience of
demonstrating the results and comparison with other methods, the object has been placed so that the ZDP is 700mm from the
cameras. The closest part of the object is 562mm from the cameras, the furthest part is at a distance of 884mm. The camera
separation, A, is calculated to be 27.81mm. On the display the desired perceived depth limits match the actual depth range of
the object, which is the desired result.
In figure 12b the maximum distance allowed in front of the display has been changed to 120mm. The camera separation is
now calculated to be 37.75mm. In figure 12c the maximum distance allowed behind the display has been changed to 100mm.
Again, the camera separation is now calculated to be 28.89mm. In each case the distance to the ZDP changes, therefore the part
of the object appearing at the plane of the display changes.
Figure 13 shows what happens when the viewer is tracked and moves horizontally. Figure 13a is the central position, with
no distortion except the depth compression to the chosen display parameters. In figure 13b the cameras are moved the same
distance as the viewer moves (125mm in this case). A distortion of the stereoscopic image is observed, the RMS error of the
image is 12.4mm. Alternatively, when the cameras are placed according to our method, a smaller movement of 47.51mm, no
distortion is observed.
Figure 14 shows what happens when the viewer moves towards the display. In figures 14a and b the viewer has moved
450mm towards the display. If, as in figure 14a, the cameras are moved the same distance as the viewer, a distortion of the
stereoscopic image depth is observed. The purple lines showing the desired perceived depth do not match the actual depth limits
of the display. The shape of the box bounding the object is not identical to the desired result of figure 13a. The RMS error of
the image is 26.2mm. Alternatively, when the cameras are placed according to our method, in this case a smaller movement
of 317.88mm, no distortion is observed. The object is perceived exactly as it was in the initial/reference position. The camera
separation is increased to 37.92mm, in addition to the change in camera position.
Figure 15 shows a more complex example. The object is a different distance from the cameras. The depth allowed on the
display places the perceived object completely behind the display, and the viewer has moved to the side and in towards the
display from the reference position. In this case the depth compression is different from the previous examples, but the object
is perceived exactly within the defined range. There is also no distortion of the object even though the viewer has moved away
from the reference position.

7. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated a method for stereoscopic camera arrangement which allows a specified scene depth range to be mapped
to a specified perceived depth range when viewed on a stereoscopic display. The method has been used for generating still
images rendered with software such as 3D Studio Max, photography using digital cameras and real time computer graphics as
may be produced using OpenGL.
In addition, when the position of the viewer is tracked relative to the display, the method presented avoids any changes in
the perceived object. There is no change in the depth compression, and there is no shear distortion due to the motion of the
viewer. No additional matrix transformations are required to achieve this result.
Our new method allows users to fully understand and control the nature of depth compression in their stereoscopic images.
We believe this is an important tool for all stereoscopic display users and essential in certain applications. In medical imaging
it is necessary to know that the perceived data is being viewed without compression or distortion. For CAD/CAM applications,
e.g. surface design, subjective judgements on shape need to be made with knowledge that the perceived surface is an accurate
representation of the final product.

8. FUTURE
We believe that future work in this area is important in order to enable more widespread use of stereoscopic displays. In
particular further human factors work on understanding and defining comfortable perceived depth ranges is required.
There are several implications of this work, including the need to capture images for a specific display configuration. For
still images this implies a need to adjust the camera separation after capture depending on the display characteristics. This
will require high fidelity image based rendering to generate the images as seen from the correct camera positions. This is an
excellent challenge for future work in image based rendering, particularly as binocular vision can easily identify errors in depth
interpolation.
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Figure 12. a) Using the method described, cameras are arranged so that the object on the right is viewed in the depth range shown on display
on the left. b) The distance allowed in front of the display is changed. c) The distance allowed behind the display is changed.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 13. a) Reference image, the same as figure 12a. b) The viewer moves horizontally, tying the camera positions to the viewer position
induces a distortion. c) Using the method in this paper, the cameras move in such a way that there is no distortion of the stereoscopic image.
a)

b)

Figure 14. The viewer moves towards the display. a) Camera position tied to the viewer
position induces a distortion. b) Our method moves the cameras to ensure there is no distortion.

Figure 15. The viewer, object and display perceived depth have all changed.

